
Think
global, act
local0

National and
local produce
and products

Are you a
‘good’
shopper?

Shopping in
supermarkets or
local shops?

0  Advantages and
disadvantages

should;
present simple
passive;
because of,
due to
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Mr and Ms
Right

1
Relationships Is the internet

a good place
to meet
people?

Relationships,
online dating:
advantages and
dangers

1  Asking for and giving
advice and suggestions  

2  Asking for and giving
opinions 

3  Filling pauses 

should,
ought to,
could,  
you’d better 

Bright
lights, 
big city     

Country and
city life

Is life better
in the city?

Living in 
San Francisco 
and New York
compared

4  Comparing and
contrasting 

5  Asking for clarification

Comparatives
with
modifiers

Fame and
fortune

Public figures
and celebrity

What is the
price of fame?

Plusses and
minuses of being as
famous as Nicole
Kidman, Einstein or
Madonna

6  Expressing possibility
and uncertainty  

7  Expressions used to 
gain time for thought 

may, might

Animal
passions

Environmental
concerns

Do animals
have feelings?

Animal
behaviour: the
emotions of whales,
dolphins and
elephants

8  Expressing feelings 
and emotions

9  Ways of agreeing and
disagreeing

Relative
clauses;
definite
article

Did it
really
happen?

Early
memories 

How well do
we remember
things?

Recollections of
a happy life, by
Annie L. Burton, 
ex-slave, USA

10  Talking about past 
habits

11  Hesitation fillers 

would,
used to,
past perfect

You are
being
watched

Technology Is security
more
important
than privacy?

Underwater
surveillance device
saves lives in
swimming pools

12  Asking about and
describing pictures 

Present and
past simple
passives

Oil crisis

Extended
reading 1

Environmental
issues

Love and
romance

What will we
do when the
oil runs out?

When will we
reach Peak Oil?
When will oil run
out? Alternative
energy sources

13  Speculating
14  Future time 

expressions

when, unless,
in case,
zero and first
conditionals

Exam
pressure

Education Why are
students so
stressed?

Exam pressure
on Korean students
causes some to
commit suicide

15  Persuading and
encouraging 

16  Giving examples

Second
conditional  

Give
peace a
chance

Personal
values and
ideals

Can we stop
wars?

Interview with
inventor of AK-47
rifle, Mikhail
Kalashnikov

17  Cohesive words Cohesive
devices 

Unit Title Subject The BIG 
question

Functions,
Language Banks

Grammar Reading

1
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7
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10

Captain Corelli’s
Mandolin, by Louis
de Bernieres

CD 2, track3

8



What do you do about recycling? 
CONTROVERSY: Discussion about growing your
own food.
YOUR TOPIC: Make lists of products you use and
where they come from.

Review of the
kNOwtrash
exhibition

Unit 0 
4-7   

kNOwtrash
Exhibition at
Eden Project

ECONOMICS: 
The BRIC economies
(Brazil, Russia, India,
China)

20
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v

Advice and suggestions about dating 
CONTROVERSY: Best ways of meeting Mr or 
Ms Right
CONVERSATION: How do people meet their ideal
partners?

Survey on dating
habits; writing up
a report on results
of survey

Unit 1 
8 -11   

Unit 2
12-15  

Unit 3
16-19  

Unit 4
20-23  

Unit 5
24 -27

Unit 6
28 - 31  

Unit 8
38 - 41 

36 - 37  

Unit 9
42 - 45  

Unit 7
32-35  

Late night
radio phone-in
show for lonely
hearts

PSYCHOLOGY: 
Professor Solomon Asch’s
Conformity Experiment

Comparing where you would most like to live
CONTROVERSY: Argument between a refugee and
someone who is against immigration
YOUR TOPIC: Why move to another country?

Send an email
home, describing
where you live
now

Three
contrasting
views of
immigration

HUMAN GEOGRAPHY:
World’s largest cities;
Push and pull factors in
migration

Advantages and disadvantages of fame and fortune
CONTROVERSY: Can a famous pop star hide from
publicity? 
INTERACTIVE TASK: How does the media manage
the news?

Devise and answer
a questionnaire to
find out people’s
ideas about fame.

Interview
with pop
musicians about
their tours and
gigs

MEDIA STUDIES: 
How the media select 
and manage the news 
that we see and read

Your ideas about whether animals have emotions
CONTROVERSY: Do animal rights come before
scientific research?
CONVERSATION: Are people more important than
animals?

Formal letter to
editor of a
newspaper

Anti-vivisection
campaigner and
scientist discuss
experiments on
primates

ECOLOGY: 
How habitat loss and
bush meat affect
threatened species in
Africa

Could a life of slavery really be happy?
CONTROVERSY: Tell a story in a whisper and pass
it on
INTERACTIVE TASK: Talking about being a servant
or a slave

Description of
things you
remember from
your childhood

Life of servants
and masters in a
great house in
England in the
early 20th century

HISTORY: 
The Slave Trade across
the Atlantic Ocean

The benefits of electronic security systems
CONTROVERSY: Police, politicians and ordinary
people debate privacy
CONVERSATION: Discussion about surveillance

Creative writing: 
a world where
everyone is
watched 

Being
monitored
everywhere you
go: RFID tags and
CCTV cameras

PHYSICS:
Communication waves;
wavelengths; digital
and analogue signals

Your opinion about the future of oil
CONTROVERSY: Will technology find a solution
to the energy crisis?
YOUR TOPIC: Presenting your ideas for
alternative energy

Describing people’s characters
Continuing the story

Article for
environmental
magazine

Writing informal
letter to a friend

Interview about
solar-hydrogen
powered house
with Malaysian
professor-inventor

CHEMISTRY:
Hydrocarbons, pollution,
greenhouse gases

Helping each other through exams
CONTROVERSY: Parents and students debate the
need for and kinds of further education
YOUR TOPIC: Studying abroad: why and where?

Formal letter of
application to a
college abroad

Students
discuss studying 
at an American
university

ENGLISH FOR 
ACADEMIC PURPOSES: 
Why study EAP? Where
to study

Would stopping arms manufacturing stop wars?
CONTROVERSY: Can you refuse to fight in a war?
INTERACTIVE TASK: Do you have the right to kill in
self-defence? 

Article for
magazine about
peace and war

Three
different personal
campaigns for
peace

PEACE STUDIES: 
Role of the United
Nations 

Listening Speaking Writing CLIL 
(Content and Language
Integrated Learning) 

Pages
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vi

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

Globesity Habits and
obsessions 

Are people
getting
fatter?

Houston, fat
capital of America

20  Evaluating options although,
(even)
though, in
spite of,
despite 

Cities of
the future

Design Where will
we all live?

New types of
cities: 1.6 km high
Sky City; Pyramid
City for 3/4 of a
million people

21  Asking for extra 
information and
eliciting further ideas

Present
perfect
passive;
future simple
passive 

Call of the
wild

National
customs

Is hunting a
sport,
tradition, or
cruelty?

Bear hunting
for sport in Russia

Dumped computers
sold illegally to the
developing world

22  Paraphrasing Reported
speech

Fantasy
worlds

Dreams and
nightmares 

Why is
fantasy so
popular?

Book extract:
Ursula K Le Guin’s
A wizard of
Earthsea

23  Expressing abstract 
ideas 

Passives with
modals (can
be seen,
should be
read)

Think big! The world of
work

Would you
like to make
a million?

How student
Geoff Cook made
a million

24  Expressing likes and
dislikes

Verbs + ing
or an
infinitive

Extended
reading 2

Throw
away the
key

Extended
reading 3

Crime and
punishment

Is prison the
best way to
stop crime?

Drugs: therapy
in Holland or the
death penalty in
China?

25  Expressing regret
26  Showing respect for

other people’s views

Third
conditional, 
past use of
wish

Surviving
disaster

Risk and
adventure 

Are you a
survivor?

Did climber
Aron Ralston have
to cut off his arm
to save his life?

27  Evaluating past
actions / course of
events

should/could
+ present
perfect

Alone in
space

The
supernatural 

Adventure and
achievement

Are we alone
in space?

The Roswell
incident: have
aliens visited the
Earth?

West with the
Night, by Beryl
Markham

28  Hypothesising must / might
/ could / 
can’t  +
present
perfect 

Unit Title Subject The BIG 
question

Functions,
Language Banks

Grammar Reading

Pollution and
recycling
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19

20

21

Glossary

3 CD 2, track

10
I must
have one
of those

Society and
living
standards 

How much is
enough?

Rich family
from London
downshifts to the
simple life in Wales

18  Expressing wishes and
hopes

19  Checking that you
understood what 
someone said

Verb patterns
after wish
and hope 

11
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viii

Unit 11
50-53  

Unit 12
54-57  

Unit 13
58- 61

Unit 14
64- 67

Unit 15
68 - 71  

Unit 17
76 - 79 

62 - 63  

Unit 18
80 - 83  

Unit 16
72 - 75

What do people do to keep fit?
CONTROVERSY: Putting pressure on people to eat
more or diet more
YOUR TOPIC: Survey and report on people's eating
habits

Write an
advertisement
for a fitness
club 

Diary of a
diet and a date

HEALTH EDUCATION:
Worldwide evidence of
increasing obesity

Would you live in a building that is 1.6 km high?
CONTROVERSY: Is it a good idea to build mega
projects like the transatlantic tunnel?
INTERACTIVE TASK: For and against modern
architecture

Report on your
plans for your
ideal city of the
future

Maglev trains
and trans-
atlantic tunnel

DESIGN: 
The Bauhaus and the
beginning of modern
design in Germany and
America

Reporters interview hunters
CONTROVERSY: For and against hunting wild
animals
CONVERSATION: Right to bear arms in USA and
shooting tragedy at Colombine High School

Write an article
describing an old
national custom

Making a
summary

Expedition to
Kamchatka
Peninsula in the
Russian Far East

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW:
US Bill of Rights, Second
Amendment, the right to
bear arms

Your own ideas about fantasy writing
CONTROVERSY: Do you prefer fantasy movies or
horror movies?
CONVERSATION: Which stories would make good
films?

Write a film
review

Friends discuss
which video to
watch: horror or
fantasy

LITERATURE: 
Mary Shelley was aged 18
when she had a dream
which became the first
horror story – Frankenstein

What kind of job do you want? Is it right to have
help with college essays?
CONTROVERSY: Interview each other for jobs
YOUR TOPIC: Present your ideas on a subject
connected with work

Writing a formal
job application
letter or email 

Two applicants
interviewed for a
job building a
hospital in India

BUSINESS: 
Changing types of
employment,
manufacturing and
service industries

84 - 85  

Attitudes to drug problems
CONTROVERSY: Debating the Three Strikes Law
INTERACTIVE TASK: Human rights: which are
most important?

Diary of a
prisoner in jail
for life

California’s
Three Strikes Law
sends people to
jail for life

HUMAN RIGHTS: 
The Universal Declaration
of Human Rights

What should people do in emergencies?
CONTROVERSY: Emergency at sea –– to the
rescue!
INTERACTIVE TASK: Discussion about dangerous
adventures 

Creative writing:
a story of
survival in the
wilderness

Lost in a snow
storm on a
mountain in
Scotland

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY:
Supermen of the Andes
and effects of altitude
on people

Do you think that UFOs are real?
CONTROVERSY: Have we been visited by aliens,
or is there a scientific explanation?
YOUR TOPIC: Do ghosts exist?

Success and failure; optimism and pessimism

Article for a UFO
magazine 

News report

Interview with
expert from the
Search for Extra
Terrestrial
Intelligence and
Life.

ASTRONOMY: 
The Solar System and the
speed of light

Listening Speaking Writing CLIL 
(Content and Language
Integrated Learning) 

Pages
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16

17

18

86 - 96  

3 CD 1, track

Presenting your ideas on recycling

Unit 10
46 - 49   

Is the simple life boring?
CONTROVERSY: Is poverty the most important
problem in the world?
CONVERSATION: What makes people poor, or
think they are poor?

Email a friend
about the cost
of living

Poverty –
making a living
from garbage in
Brazil and South
Africa

SOCIAL STUDIES: 
Child poverty in Britain
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